Tackle this puzzle from the inside out or the outside in. Just place the answers to the clues into the appropriately numbered squares.

INSIDE-OUT

1 - 10 Interplanetary rocket
11 - 13 After-tax (profit)
14 - 18 Awkward
19 - 21 Grandma
22 - 26 Amalgamate
27 - 32 Daggers
33 - 36 Salesmen
37 - 40 Brainwave
41 - 47 Marionettes
48 - 53 Goodbye, au ...
54 - 57 ... spumante
58 - 61 Non-metric distance unit
62 - 67 Glove
68 - 73 More honourable
74 - 79 Garden statues
80 - 84 Boat athlete
85 - 88 Object
89 - 93 Shock result
94 - 97 Speak
98 - 100 Sharp knock

OUTSIDE-IN

100 - 97 Recreation area
96 - 92 Milk coffee style
91 - 87 Sea foam
86 - 83 Make weary
82 - 78 Not as good
77 - 71 Mutt
70 - 65 Baby’s hat
64 - 56 Deadline (4,5)
55 - 52 Hindu dress
51 - 44 Go too far, ... the mark
43 - 39 Immature insects
38 - 31 Dissipate
30 - 28 Fast & Furious actor, ... Diesel
27 - 25 Barrel
24 - 18 Leftover
17 - 10 Contrite
9 - 5 Absurd comedy
4 - 1 Bottle tops

SOLUTION:

INSIDE-OUT:

Spacecraft, net, inept, nan, merge, knives, reps, idea, puppets, revoir, Asti, mile, mitten, nobler, gnomes, rower, item, upset, talk, rap.

OUTSIDE-IN:

Park, latte, spume, tire, worse, mongrel, bonnet, time limit, sari, overstep, pupae, disperse, Vin, keg, remnant, penitent, farce, caps.
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